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Summary of Content. These are checked for accuracy and are all redrawn into a consistent
format for easy use. In the past, when cars were simpler, diagrams were simpler. All
components were connected by wires and diagrams seldom exceeded 4 pages in length. Today,
some wiring diagrams require more than 16 pages. It would be impractical to expect a service
technician to trace a wire from page 1 across every page to page Removing some of the wiring
maze reduces eyestrain and time wasted searching across several pages. Today the majority of
these diagrams follow a much improved format, which permits space for internal switch details.
Wiring diagrams are drawn in a "top-down" format. The diagrams are drawn with the power
source at the top of the diagram and the ground point at the bottom of the diagram.
Components locations are identified on the wiring diagrams. BLK Blue BLU Brown BRN Clear
CLR Dark Blue GRN Gray GRY Light Blue ORG Pink PNK Purple PPL Red RED Tan TAN Violet
VIO White WHT Yellow YEL Optional The illustration below will help clarify any symbols that are
not easily understood at a glance. Most components are labeled "Motor", "Switch" or "Relay" in
addition to being drawn with the standard symbol. Then, go to that system and locate the
component within the wiring diagram. The full view of the ignition switch is located in Power
Distribution. The first listing for the component will be the full or most complete view of the
component. Additional listings will be partial views of the component. Not all components are
used on all models. All components will have a partial view in Ground Distribution and Power
Distribution. Data Link Connectors show connecting circuits between modules. Alternate names
for components may be listed in wiring diagram component locations tables. Anti-Lock Brakes
Acceleration Sensor Exterior Lights Air Bag s Engine Performance Air Temperature Sensor
Overhead Console Alternator Generator Engine Performance Auxiliary Battery Relay Engine
Performance Battery Power Distribution Battery Temperature Sensor Engine Performance Body
Control Module Engine Performance Boost Sensor Engine Performance Central Control Module
Anti-Theft System Clockspring Starters Clutch Start Switch Starters Combination Meter Engine

Performance Cruise Control Module Air Bag Restraint System Distributor Engine Performance
Door Lock Actuators Power Door Locks Electrochromic Mirror Engine Performance Engine
Control Module Engine Performance Fog Lights Analog Instrument Panels Fuel Injectors Engine
Performance Fuel Pump Engine Performance Fuel Pump Relay Power Distribution Fusible Links
Engine Performance Glow Plugs Engine Performance Grounds Ground Distribution Headlight
Door Module Headlight Doors Headlight Relay Heated Windshields Height Sensor Electronic
Suspension Horns Steering Column Switches Horn Relay Engine Performance Ignition Coil s
Anti-Theft System Ignition Module Engine Performance Ignition Switch Engine Performance
Inhibit Relay Starters Instrument Cluster Engine Performance Interior Lights Starters Junction
Block Power Distribution Keyless Entry Receiver Starters Knock Sensor Engine Performance
Lamp Control Module Exterior Lights License Plate Lamp Exterior Lights Lighting Control
Module Engine Performance Mega Fuse Memory Systems Mirror Defogger Warning Systems
Neutral Safety Switch Starters Oil Level Switch Engine Performance Generator Parking Brake
Switch Analog Instrument Panels Park Lights Exterior Lights Power Amplifier Power Antennas
Power Antenna Module Power Antennas Power Antenna Motor Power Antennas Power
Distribution Center Engine Performance Power Top Motor Power Windows Power Window Relay
s Power Windows Radiator Fan Motor s Passive Restraints Seat Belt Switch Starters Starter
Interrupt Relay Starters Starter Solenoid Starters Starter Relay Starters Steering Wheel Position
Sensor Anti-Lock Brakes Stoplights Exterior Lights Stoplight Switch Power Sun Roof Taillights
Engine Performance Traction Control Switch Exterior Lights Trailer Tow Relay Exterior Lights
Turn Signal Lights Exterior Lights Twilight Sentinel Switch Engine Performance Vehicle
Dynamic Module Get notified when we add a new JeepCJ Manual. Notify me. We cover 60 Jeep
vehicles, were you looking for one of these? Thanks for visiting my little site! Can you help keep
us online? Or add your coupon if you have it? Thank you for visiting OnlyManuals. Cj7 Wiring
Diagram Pdf â€” wiring diagram is a simplified pleasing pictorial representation of an electrical
circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the skill and signal
connections between the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives opinion more or less the
relative slant and union of devices and terminals on the devices, to incite in building or
servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would operate more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to bring out interconnections
exceeding innate appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to
make positive that every the associates have been made and that all is present. Architectural
wiring diagrams pretense the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles,
lighting, and steadfast electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be
shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit.
Wiring diagrams use agreeable symbols for wiring devices, usually swap from those used on
schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not lonely exploit where something is to be
installed, but with what type of device is swine installed. For example, a surface ceiling
spacious is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling blithe has a rotate symbol, and a surface
fluorescent blithe has complementary symbol. Each type of switch has a oscillate fable and
fittingly reach the various outlets. There are symbols that accomplishment the location of
smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required
by the electrical inspection authority to take on attachment of the address to the public
electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will then swell panel schedules for circuit breaker
panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as flame alarm or closed circuit
television or other special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website
to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. We'll send you a quick email
a new Jeep CJ document is added. Spam free: Maximum of 1 email per month. Donations are
totally optional, if you can't afford a few dollars right now please don't feel pressured, but if you

can Pretty please could you help? Jeep - CJ - Wiring Diagram - PDF Updated: February Show
full PDF. Get your hands on the complete Jeep factory workshop software. Check out our
popular Jeep CJ Manuals below:. Summary of Content. Components that work together are
shown together. All electrical components used in a specific system are shown on one diagram.
The feed for a system is shown at the top of the page. All wires, connectors, splices, and
components are shown in the flow of current to the bottom of the page. In addition, all switches,
components, and modules are shown in the at rest position with the doors closed and the key
removed from the ignition. If a component is part of several different circuits, it is shown in the
diagram for each. For example, the headlamp switch is the main part of the exterior lighting, but
it also affects the interior lighting and the chime warning system. It is important to realize that
no attempt is made on the diagrams to represent components and wiring as they appear on the
vehicle. For example, a short piece of wire is treated the same as a long one. In addition,
switches and other components are shown as simply as possible, with regard to function only.
The wiring diagram show circuits for all wheelbases. If there is a difference in systems or
components between wheel-bases, an identifier is placed next to the component. Sections in
Group 8W are organized by sub-systems. The sections contain circuit operation descriptions,
helpful information, and system diagrams. The intention is to organize information by system,
consistently from year to year. The illustrations contain the connector number and component
identification. Connector Location charts in Section 8W reference the illustration number for
components and connectors. Section 8W shows each connector and the circuits involved with
that connector. The connectors are identified using the number on the Diagram pages. Section
8W contains illustrations that show the general location of the splices in each harness. The
illustrations show the splice by number, and provide a written location. For additional
information on system operation, refer to the appropriate section of the wiring diagrams. For
additional information on system operation refer to the appropriate section of the wiring
diagrams. For an illustration of the physical location of each ground, refer to group 8W Because
all these systems work in conjunction, diagnose and test them together. Circuit A0 connects the
battery to the PDC. Circuit Z0 provides ground for the generator. Circuit Z0 attaches to the right
side rear of the engine. Circuit A21 powers fuse 5 in the fuse block. Circuit K51 connects to
cavity 51 of the PCM. Circuit A splices to the generator field terminal. The PCM has an internal
voltage regulator that controls generator output. The PCM controls the generator field on circuit
K Circuit K20 connects to PCM cavity Fuse 2 PDC. Fuse 6 PDC. Powertrain Control Module One
branch of circuit A0 battery positive cable connects to the engine starter motor. The PDC
supplies battery voltage to the engine starter motor solenoid on circuit T40 when the coil side of
the engine starter motor relay energizes. Circuit A1 from the fuse 4 in the PDC supplies battery
voltage to the contact side of the starter motor relay. When the starter motor relay energizes
and the contacts close, circuit T40 supplies battery voltage to the starter motor solenoid. Circuit
A0 from the battery supplies voltage to the starter motor when the solenoid energizes. One
branch of circuit A0 battery positive cable connects to the battery starter motor. The ignition
switch supplies battery voltage to the coil side of the starter motor relay on circuit A41 when the
key is moved to the START position. Circuit T41 from the coil side of the relay connects to a Z2
jumper wire in the back-up lamp switch. Circuit Z2 provides ground for the starter motor relay.
This input tells the PCM the operator is starting the vehicle. Engine Starter Motor Relay. Ignition
Switch. Battery Feed. Brake Switch Input. Camshaft Position Sensor. Crankshaft Position
Sensor. Data Link Connector. Diagram Index. Fuel Pump Module. Fuel Pump Relay. Heated
Oxygen Sensor. Depending upon position, the ignition switch powers circuits A21, A22, A31,
and A Circuit A41 connects to the coil side of the starter motor relay. Also in the START
position, the case grounded ignition switch provides ground for the brake lamp switch and
parking brake lamp switch on circuit G The A21 circuit connects to fuses 5 and 9 in the fuse
block. Fuse 9 powers circuit G5. Fuse 5 powers circuit G Circuit A22 powers fuses 1, 12, and 13
in the fuse block. Ignition Coil. Intake Air Temperature Sensor. Power Device Ground. Power
Steering Pressure Switch. Tachometer Signal. Throttle Position Sensor. Vehicle Speed Sensor.
Circuit A31 connects to a bus bar in the fuse block that feeds fuses 4 and 7 along with the
circuit breaker in cavity Circuit F30 supplies power to the radio, radio relay, and the cigar
lighter. Circuit A splices to the generator field terminal, fuel injectors, ignition coil, and heated
oxygen sensor. Circuit A also connects to cavity 57 of the PCM. Circuit A supplies voltage to the
fuel injectors. Circuit K11 provides ground for injector number one. The K11 circuit connects to
cavity 16 of the PCM. Circuit K12 provides ground for injector number two. The K12 circuit
connects to cavity 15 of the PCM. Circuit K13 provides ground for injector number three. The
K13 circuit connects to cavity 14 of the PCM. Circuit K14 provides ground for injector number
four. The K14 circuit connects to cavity 13 of the PCM. On the 4. The K15 circuit connects to
cavity 38 of the PCM. Also on the 4. The K16 circuit connects to cavity 58 of the PCM. Circuit A

splices to supply voltage to the ignition coil. Circuit K19 connects to cavity 19 of the PCM.
Circuit G50 from fuse 5 splices to power the coil side of the fuel pump relay. Circuit A supplies
voltage to the fuel pump motor part of the in-tank fuel pump module. Circuit Z2 provides ground
for the fuel pump motor. Circuit G4 connects the fuel level sensor to the fuel gauge in the
instrument cluster. Circuit G5 from fuse 9 in the fuse block supplies voltage to the fuel gauge.
The fuel level sensor draws voltage from circuit G5 through the fuel gauge on circuit G4. Circuit
Z2 provides the ground path for the fuel level sensor. One of the coils in the gauge receives
fixed current. The other coil is connected to the level sensor. The magnetic field controls the
position of the fuel gauge pointer. The fuel level sensor contains a variable resistor. As the
position of the float arm on the fuel level sensor changes, the resistor changes the current flow
through second coil in the fuel gauge. A change in current flow alters the magnetic field in the
fuel gauge, which changes the pointer position. Each circuit connects to separate cavities in the
PCM connector. The K7 circuit connects to cavity 7 of the PCM. Circuit G7 from the vehicle
speed sensor provides an input signal to the PCM. The G7 circuit connects to cavity 47 of the
PCM. Circuit K4 connects to cavity 4 of the PCM. Circuit A splices to supply voltage to the
heated oxygen sensor. Circuit K41 connects to cavity 41 of the PCM. Circuit K4 connects to
cavity 4 of the PCM connector. Circuit Z1 provides a ground for the heater circuit in the sensor.
Circuit Z1 terminates at the rear of the engine. Circuit K7 connects to cavity 7 of the PCM. The
PCM receives the camshaft position sensor signal on circuit K Circuit K44 connects to cavity 44
of the PCM. The PCM receives the crankshaft position sensor signal on circuit K Circuit K24
connects to cavity 24 of the PCM. From circuit K2, the engine coolant temperature sensor draws
up to 5 volts from the PCM. The sensor is a variable resistor. As coolant temperature changes,
the resistance in the sensor changes, causing a change in current draw. The K2 circuit
connects to cavity 2 of the PCM. Circuit K6 connects to cavity 6 of the PCM. Circuit K22
connects to cavity 22 of the PCM. Circuit K21 connects to cavity 21 of the PCM. From circuit
K21, the intake air temperature sensor draws voltage from the PCM. As intake air temperature
changes, the resistance in the sensor changes, causing a change in current draw. The PCM
provides a ground for the intake air temperature sensor signal circuit K21 through circuit K4.
Circuit A41 from the ignition switch provides battery voltage to the coil side of the relay. Circuit
K1 connects to cavity 1 of the PCM. Fuse 4 in the fuse block protects circuits A1 and A Circuit
K6 splices to supply 5 volts to the throttle position sensor. Circuit Z1 provides ground for the
switch. The switch closes during periods of high power steering pump load and low engine
speed; such as parking maneuvers. Circuit K10 connects to cavity 10 of the PCM. Circuit G21
connects to cavity 43 of the PCM. Circuit G5 provides voltage for the lamp. Circuit G50
originates at fuse 5 in the fuse block. Circuit D20 connects to cavity 45 of the PCM. Circuit D21
connects to cavity 25 of the PCM. Circuit Z11 provides ground for the data link connector.
Circuit Z11 splices to circuit Z1 which terminates at the right rear of the engine. Circuit Z11 also
connects to cavity 5 of the PCM. Check the connection at the gangedground circuit eyelet.
Circuit V40 connects to cavity 29 of the PCM. The Z1 circuit provides ground for PCM internal
drivers that operate high current devices like the injectors and ignition coil. Check the
connection at the ganged-ground circuit eyelet. When the PCM provides a ground path on
circuit K54, the relay contacts close. Circuit T22 supplies battery voltage to the case grounded
TCC solenoid. Circuit K54 connects to PCM cavity Circuit K54 connects to cavity 54 of the PCM.
Fuse 4 PDC. Fuse 5 Fuse Block. Instrument Cluster. TCC Solenoid. Circuit A22 connects to a
bus bar in the fuse block. The bus bar feeds circuit F15 through fuse Fuse 13 is a 2 amp fuse.
Circuit Z1 provides ground for the ABS control module. Circuit Z1 connects to cavities 1 and 19
of the ABS control module. Refer to group 5, Brakes for operational descriptions of ABS system
components. During four-wheel drive operation, the acceleration switch provides deceleration
data to the ABS control module. Refer to Group 5, Brakes for additional information. Circuits
B21 and B22 provide switch states while circuit B23 provides ground. At the ABS control
module circuit B21 connects to cavity 25, circuit B22 connects to cavity 43 and circuit B23
connects to cavity Each sensor converts wheel speed into an electrical signal that it transmits
to the ABS control module. A pair of twisted wires connect to each sensor to provide signals to
the ABS control module. Circuit F15 from fuse 13 in the fuse block splices to feed the coil side
of the ABS power relay. Circuit B20 connects to cavity 34 of the ABS control module. Circuit
B15 is double crimped at the ABS power relay. One branch of circuit B15 supplies power to the
coil side of the ABS pump motor relay. The other branch of circuit B15 splices to cavities 3 and
33 of the ABS control module and to the hydraulic control unit. The ABS control module
provides ground for the relay on circuit B Circuit B connects to cavity 15 of the ABS control
module. Circuit B25 supplies battery voltage to the pump motor. Circuit Z12 provides ground for
the pump motor. Circuit B17 and B16 from the control module connect to the speed sensor.
Circuit B from cavity 41 of the ABS control module provides voltage to the sensor. Circuit B

carries the signal from the sensor to cavity 16 of the ABS module. When the brake pedal is
pressed, the stop lamp switch closes to supply battery voltage from circuit F32 to circuit L
Circuit L50 connects to cavity 32 of the ABS control module. Circuit F32 originates at fuse 3 in
the fuse block. The hydraulic control unit contains three separate isolation solenoids and three
separate decay solenoids. The ABS control module activates the decay and isolation solenoids
by providing separate ground paths for each. The ABS module provides a ground path for the
rear isolation solenoid on circuit B Circuit B connects to cavity 54 of the ABS control module.
For the right front isolation solenoid, the ABS module provides a ground path on circuit B
Circuit B connects to cavity 38 of the ABS control module. On circuit B, the ABS module
provides ground for the left front isolation solenoid. Circuit B connects to cavity 20 of the ABS
control module. The ABS module provides a ground path for the rear decay solenoid on circuit
B Circuit B connects to cavity 36 of the ABS control module. For the right front decay solenoid,
the ABS module provides a ground path on circuit B Circuit B connects to cavity 21 of the ABS
control module. On circuit B, the ABS module provides ground for the left decay solenoid.
Circuit B connects to cavity 2 of the ABS control module. The ABS control module illuminates
the lamp by providing ground on circuit G Circuit G19 splices to connect to circuit B15 through
a diode. The ground path for the warning lamp is through the diode to circuit B15, through the
ABS power relay to ground on circuit Z The ABS control module transmits data to the scan tool
through the connector on circuit D Circuit D12 originates at cavity 42 of the ABS control
module. Through the data link connector, circuit Z12 provides ground for the DRB scan tool.
Circuit Z12 terminates at the right rear of the dash panel. Fuse 16 powers circuit M1 which
supplies battery voltage to the scan tool through the diagnostic connector. All gauges have
magnetic movements. Circuit A21 powers fuse 9 in the fuse block. One branch of circuit G5
connects directly to the combination buzzer. The other branch of circuit G5 splices to power the
gauges, speedometer, tachometer, voltmeter, indicator lamps, and warning lamps in the
instrument cluster. When the parking lamps or headlamps are ON, the headlamp switch
connects circuit F33 to circuit L7. Circuit L7 splices to the dimmer switch. Circuit E1 from the
dimmer switch powers fuse 10 in the fuse block when the parking lamps or headlamps are ON.
Circuit E2 from fuse 10 in the fuse block feeds the illumination lamps in the instrument cluster.
Circuit Z1 provides ground the instrument cluster illumination lamps, gauges and warning
lamps. Circuit A6 from fuse 3 in the PDC powers fuse 8 in the fuse block. The sensor is a
variable resistor and case grounded to the engine. Circuit G5 connects to the instrument cluster
and supplies voltage for the gauge. The gauge uses two coils. The first coil has fixed current
flowing through it to maintain magnetic field strength. Circuit Z1 provides ground for the fixed
current coil. The current level passing through the second coil is controlled by the variable
resistor in the engine coolant temperature sender. The changing current varies the magnetic
field in the second coil. Refer to group 8E, Instrument Panel and Gauges for gauge operation.
Circuit G5 supplies voltage to the fuel gauge. The current level passing through the second coil
is controlled by the variable resistor in the fuel level sensor. The sending unit connects to the
oil pressure gauge on circuit G Circuit G5 connects to the instrument cluster and supplies
battery voltage to the oil pressure gauge. The current level passing through the second coil is
controlled by the variable resistor in the oil pressure sending unit. Circuit G21 originates at
cavity 43 of the PCM. Circuit G5 connects to the instrument cluster and supplies battery voltage
to the speedometer. Circuit Z1 provides ground for the speedometer internal logic circuits.
Circuit G5 connects to the instrument cluster and supplies battery voltage to the 4WD indicator
lamp. Circuit G1 connects the indicator lamp to the 4WD switch. Circuit G3 connects to cavity
32 of the PCM. Circuit G5 connects to the instrument cluster and supplies battery voltage for the
malfunction indicator lamp. For information regarding diagnostic trouble code access using the
malfunction indicator lamp, refer to Group 14, Fuel Systems. Circuit G5 provides battery voltage
for the lamp. The ground path for the warning lamp is provided through the diode to circuit B15,
through the ABS power relay to ground on circuit Z Circuit G11 can provide ground for the lamp
in 3 ways. The second ground path for the brake warning lamp on circuit G11 is through the
case grounded brake warning switch. When the switch closes it provides a ground. The third
ground path on circuit G11 is through the case grounded park brake switch. When the switch
closes it provides ground. Circuit Z1 provides the ground path for the lamp. Circuit L3 from the
headlamp switch powers the high beam circuits of the headlamps. The DRL module powers
circuit G The right turn signal indicator lamp receives battery voltage from circuit L Circuit Z1
provides ground for the lamps. The horn switch is in the center of the steering wheel. Circuit
F31 is HOT at all times and powers the coil and contact sides of the horn relay. When the case
grounded horn switch is pressed, circuit X3 provides ground for the coil side of the relay and
the contacts close. When the contacts close, circuit X2 supplies voltage to the horn. Circuit Z1
provides ground for the horn. Fuse 7 feeds circuit F30 which connects to the cigar lighter. When

the lighter is depressed, the contacts inside of the lighter element close and voltage flows to
ground on circuit Z1. Component Cigar Lighter. Fuse 8 PDC. Fuse 11 PDC. Fuse 7 Fuse Block
Horn. Horn Relay. Horn Switch. When referring to the circuit descriptions or wiring diagrams,
ensure that you use the correct sub-section. Circuit A22 powers a bus bar in the fuse block that
supplies voltage to circuit C1 through fuse When the heater-off switch closes, circuit C1
supplies battery voltage to the blower motor switch. The resistor block contains two resistors
connected in series. Circuit C7 connects the resistor block to the blower motor. From the
blower motor resistor block, circuit C7 is double crimped at the HIGH terminal of the blower
motor switch. Circuit C7 continues to the blower motor from the blower motor switch. When the
blower motor switch is in the LOW position, it supplies voltage to the resistor block on circuit
C4. From circuit C4, voltage passes through both resistors in the resistor block to the blower
motor on circuit C7. From circuit C5 voltage flows through one resistor to the blower motor on
circuit C7. Voltage does not pass through the resistor block. Circuit Z1 provides ground for the
blower motor. Fuse 12 Fuse Block. Heater Switch. Circuit A22 supplies battery voltage to fuse
12 in the fuse block. Fuse 12 powers circuit C1. Circuit C20 is double crimped at the contact
side of the relay. Circuit C13 connects to cavity 34 of the PCM. Circuit G5 from fuse 9 in the fuse
block supplies voltage to the coil side of the relay. Circuit A21 connects to the fuse block bus
bar that powers circuit C5 through fuse 9. The G5 branch from the relay continues to the
back-up lamp switch. In the HIGH position, the switch supplies voltage to the high speed brush
of the blower motor. The blower motor has a field jumper. The ground circuit for the blower
motor connects to the cigar lighter. Circuit Z1 provides ground for the blower motor and the
cigar lighter. Courtesy Lamps and Dome Lamps. Circuit M2 provides ground for the lamps
through either the case grounded door jamb switches or through the dimmer switch to circuit
Z1. In the ON position, the dimmer switch connects circuit M2 to ground on circuit Z1. When a
door opens, the case grounded door jamb switch closes and provides ground for the lamps on
circuit M2. A mercury switch in series after the lamp connects the lamp to ground on circuit Z1.
When the hood is raised, mercury inside the switch moves to a position where it connects
circuit M1 to circuit Z1, illuminating the lamp. The underhood lamp is wired in parallel with other
components on circuit M1. Fuse 10 protects circuit E2 which supplies power to the heater
control panel lamp and the accessory lamp. Circuit Z1 provides ground for each lamp. Fuse 10
protects circuit E2 which supplies power to the transmission range lamp. The lamp is case
grounded. The tone sounds for seat belt warning and when the key is in the ignition switch
while the drivers door is open. The tone also sounds when the ignition switch is in the ON
position while the drivers side seat belt is not buckled. Refer to Group 8U for buzzer operation.
Fuses 3 and 9 in the fuse block protect the combination buzzer. Fuse 3 powers circuit F32 which
connects to the buzzer. Circuit A21 connects to the fuse block. When the key-in switch closes, it
connects circuit G26 to circuit G Circuit G16 connects to the drivers side door jamb switch.
When the drivers side door is open and the key-in switch is closed, the case grounded door
jamb switch closes and supplies ground for the buzzer. Circuit G26 from the combination
buzzer connects to the key-in switch. Circuit G13 form the buzzer powers the seat belt warning
lamp in the instrument cluster. Circuit Z1 at the instrument cluster provides ground for the
lamp. Circuit G10 from the buzzer connects to the seat belt switch. When the seat belt is
unlatched, the seat belt switch closes providing ground on circuit Z1. Circuit Z1 also grounds
the combination buzzer module. The IOD fuse is removed during vehicle shipping to prevent
excessive battery draw. Circuit A4 is HOT at all times. Circuit E22 supplies battery voltage for
the radio clock and station frequency display. Circuit E22 originates at the radio illumination
relay and is fed by either circuit F30 or circuit E2 depending on the switch position inside the
relay. When the headlamps and parking lamps are OFF, the radio illumination relay is in its
normal At-Rest position. In the At Rest position, the relay connects circuit F30 from fuse 7 in the
fuse block to circuit E When the headlamps or parking lamps are ON, circuit L7 from the
headlamp switch supplies battery voltage to the coil side of the radio illumination relay. Circuit
Z1 provides ground for the coil side of the relay. When voltage is present on circuit L7, the radio
illumination relay switches from its at rest position to connect circuit E2 to circuit E Circuit A31
powers a bus bar in the fuse block that feeds circuit F30 through fuse 7. Fuse 8 protects circuit
F When the headlamps or parking lamps are ON, the headlamp switch connects circuit F33 to
circuit L7. Circuit E1 powers fuse 10 in the fuse block. Fuse 10 in the fuse block protects circuit
E2. Circuit X55 is the return from the speaker to the radio. Circuit X54 feeds the right instrument
panel speaker. Circuit X56 is the return from the speaker to the radio. The speaker feed and
return circuits are double crimped at the front speakers and continue to the connector for the
rear speakers. If the vehicle is not equipped with the rear speaker sound bar, a jumper is
installed in the harness to simulate rear speaker load. Circuit X51 feeds the left rear speaker.
Circuit X57 is the return from the speaker to the radio. Circuit X52 feeds the right rear speaker.

Circuit X58 is the return from the speaker to the radio. When the operator presses the heated
rear window switch, the contacts inside the switch momentarily close and circuit C16 connects
the relay timer to ground on circuit Z1. This causes the relay to change state and complete a
circuit to energize the coil side of the relay and start the relay timer. Circuit Z1 provides ground
for the relay. When the heated rear window relay energizes, the contacts inside the relay close
and connect circuit F32 to circuit C Fuse 3 in the fuse block protects circuit F Circuit C15 is
double crimped at the heated rear window relay. One branch of circuit C15 powers the indicator
lamp in the heated rear window switch. The other branch of circuit C15 powers the heated rear
window grid. Circuit Z1 provides ground for the heated rear window grid. At the rear window
grid, circuits C15 and Z1 pass through lift gate support struts. Circuit A21 supplies battery
voltage to the fuse block bus bar that powers circuit G5 through the fuse in cavity 9. Check fuse
3 in the PDC and fuse 3 in the fuse block. Fuse 6 Fuse Block. Fuse 9 Fuse Block. Heated Rear
Window Relay. Heated Rear Window Grid. Heated Rear Window Switch. The dimmer switch
feeds the low and high beams of the headlamps. The headlamp switch has an internal circuit
breaker that connects circuit A3 to circuit L The switch connects circuit A3 to circuit L2 when
the headlamps are ON. Circuit L20 connects to the dimmer switch. Circuit L20 powers the high
beams of the head lamps on circuit L3 when the operator flashes the headlamps with the turn
signal stalk. Circuit L2 connects to circuit L4 through the dimmer switch. Circuit L4 powers the
low beam of the headlamps. When the operator selects high beam operation with the turn signal
stalk, the dimmer switch connects circuit L20 to circuit L3. Circuit L3 supplies battery voltage to
the high beams. For the right headlamp, the Z1 circuit terminates at the radiator right support.
For the left headlamp, the Z1 circuit terminates at the left radiator support. Fuse 8 in the fuse
block protects circuit F Circuit F33 connects to the headlamp switch. From the headlamp
switch, circuit L7 branches to power the front parking lamps, rear tail lamps, and side marker
lamps. Circuit L7 also powers the park lamp relay, if equipped with fog lamps. The fog lamps
operate only when the headlamp switch is in the ON position, and the operator has selected
low-beam operation. When the headlamps are in high-beam operation, the fog lamps will not
operate. When the headlamps or parking lamps are ON, circuit L7 from the headlamp switch
supplies battery voltage to the coil side of the park lamp relay. When the operator presses the
fog lamp switch, it provides ground for the coil side of the park lamp relay. This energizes the
relay. Circuit L36 connects to the contact side of the high beam relay. The contacts in the high
beam relay are normally closed. Battery voltage flows through high beam relay to the fog lamps
on circuit L Circuit L39 also splices to the lamp in the fog lamp switch. Circuit L3 from the
dimmer switch provides power for the high beams of the headlamps and connects to Circuit G
Circuit G34 powers the coil side of the high beam relay. Circuit Z1 provides ground for the coil.
When the operator selects high beam operation or flashes the optical horn, circuit G34
energizes the high beam relay. When energized, the normally closed contacts in the relay open,
shutting off battery voltage to the fog lamps on circuit L Circuit L4 feeds the low beams of the
headlamps. When the headlamps are ON, the dimmer switch powers the low beams on circuit
L4. Circuit L3 feeds the high beams of the headlamps. When the operator flashes the high
beams with the turn signal stalk, the DRL senses voltage on circuit L3. When it senses voltage
on circuit L3, the DRL module stops supplying power to the low beams on circuit L4. Circuit Z1
provides ground for the DRL module. Circuit Z1 terminates at the radiator left side support.
Fuse 6 in the fuse block protects circuit F81 which powers the contact side of the park lamp
relay. Circuit A21 supplies voltage to circuit G5 through fuse 9 in the fuse block. Circuit G5
splices to supply battery voltage to the DRL module. Circuit L20 from the headlamp switch
connects to the DRL module. Circuit L20 is HOT at all times. The DRL module receives the
vehicle speed sensor input from circuit G7. The fuse block bus bar powers circuit F Fuse 3 in
the PDC protects circuit A3. From the headlamp switch, circuit L7 branches to power the front
parking lamps and rear tail and license plate lamps. The lamps are case grounded. The bus bar
powers circuit F32 through fuse 3 in the fuse block. Circuit F32 connects to the stop lamp
switch. When the operator depresses the brake pedal, the stop lamp switch closes, and
connects circuit F32 to circuit L Circuit L62 powers the right stop lamp. Circuit L63 powers the
left stop lamp. The stop lamps are case grounded. Circuit A21 feeds a bus bar in the fuse block
that powers circuit G5 through fuse 9. Circuit G5 splices to supply power to the back-up lamp
switch. When the operator puts the transmission in Reverse, the back-up lamp switch connects
circuit G5 to circuit L1. Circuit L1 feeds the case grounded back-up lamps. Back-Up Lamps.
Back-Up Lamp Switch. Fuse 3 PDC. Fuse 8 Fuse Block. Headlamp Switch. Tail, Stop, and Turn
Signal Circuit A31 feeds circuit L5 through fuse 4 in the fuse block. Circuit L5 powers the turn
signal flasher. The switch connects to the turn signal and side marker lamps on circuits L60,
L61, L62 and L Circuit L60 also splices to power the turn signal indicator lamp on the instrument
cluster. Circuit L61 also splices to power the turn signal indicator lamp on the instrument

cluster. The grounding point for circuit Z1 is the radiator left support. Circuit Z1 provides a
ground for the right front park and turn signal lamp, side marker lamp and head lamp. The
grounding point for circuit Z1 is the radiator right support. Circuit L60 powers the right front
indicator lamp. Circuit L61 powers the left front lamp. Circuit L60 also splices to feed the
instrument cluster right indicator lamp. Circuit L61 splices to feed the instrument cluster left
indicator lamp. Circuit Z1 provides a ground for the left front park and turn signal lamp, side
marker lamp and head lamp. Circuit Z1 provides a ground for the right left park and turn signal
lamp, side marker lamp and head lamp. Fuse 3 Fuse Block. Fuse 4 Fuse Block. Fuse 5 PDC.
Hazard Flasher. Turn Signal Flasher. Circuit V3 feeds the wiper motor low speed brushes.
Circuit V4 feeds the wiper motor high speed brushes. The variable resistor connects to the
intermittent wiper module through the wiper switch harness. The amount of delay selected by
the operator determines the voltage drop through the resistor and the voltage level received by
the intermittent wiper module. After the intermittent wiper control module determines the
amount of delay selected, it cycles the wipers by periodically energizing circuit V3. Circuit V3
powers the wiper motor low speed brushes. As the windshield wiper motor turns, the park
switch, internal to the motor, moves from its DOWN position to the UP position. When the wiper
switch is turned OFF, the V5 circuit prevents the wipers from stopping in any position but park.
The windshield washer uses a pump motor located inside the windshield washer fluid reservoir.
When the washer switch is pressed, power is supplied through the wiper switch to the pump
motor on circuit V Circuit Z1 provides ground for the pump motor. A circuit breaker in the fuse
block powers the standard wiper system. Circuit A31 supplies voltage to circuit V6 through the
circuit breaker in cavity 11 of the fuse block. Circuit V6 is double crimped at the circuit breaker
and supplies power to the wiper switch and the park switch in the wiper motor. Circuit Z1
provides ground for the wiper motor and switch. When the operator moves the wiper switch to
the LOW position, battery voltage passes through the switch to circuit V3. Circuit Z1 provide
ground for the pump motor. Circuit A22 connects to a fuse block in the bus bar that powers
circuit V23 through the fuse in cavity 1. Circuit V23 supplies power to the park switch in the rear
wiper motor. Also, circuit V22 is crimped to circuit V23 at the rear wiper motor connector.
Circuit V22 supplies current to the rear wiper switch. Circuit Z1 provides ground for the wiper
motor. When the rear wiper switch is pressed, power is supplied through the wiper switch to the
pump motor on circuit V It also shows the splices in their entirety. All circuits that are part of the
splices are shown, and the systems they affect are referenced. For viewing the location of each
splice in the vehicle, refer to Section 8W Individual connector numbers are referenced on
diagram pages throughout Group 8W. A con- nector index is provided. Use the wiring diagrams
in each section for connector number identification. Refer to the index for the proper figure
number. C 2. C 4. Color BK. Location Fig. RT Fender Side Shield. Front of Floor Tunnel. RT of
Stop Lamp Switch. Not Shown Rear of Generator. Injector 5. Not Shown At Headlamp. Not
Shown Base of Steering Column. Rear of Switch. P Right Side. Center Support. Not Shown Top
of Fuel Tank. G 2. Location RT Side of Axle. LT Side Front of Transmission. RT Side of
Transmission. Left of Battery on Dash Panel. Center of Dash Panel. Rear of Distributor. Rear of
Generator. RT Side of Engine. Rt Side of Engine. RT Rear of Engine. At Cigar Lighter. Rear of
Radio. J Fig. A splice index is provided. Use the wiring diagrams in each section for splice
number identification. Refer to the index for the proper splice number. Above Brake Booster. RT
Side of Valve Cover. Between Inj 2 and Inj 3. Above Bulkhead Connector. Get notified when we
add a new JeepCJ Manual. Notify me. We cover 60 Jeep vehicles, were you looking for one of
these? Thanks for visiting my little site! Can you help keep us online? Or add your coupon if
you have it? Thank you for visiting OnlyManuals. Quick Links Download this manual. Page 26
liter GID engine and 4. Page 27 Required Recommended Tool Ref. Page 30 SE l Valve stem oil
deflectors or valve stem oil deflectors. Oil pressure relief
buy 1957 chevy
xdvd156bt wiring diagram
99 nissan pathfinder
oil pressure relief Oil passages on pressure side of pump oil passages for obstructions. Page
35 Possible i sto bro ken. Carbon Remove carbon from excessive. Push rods worn or bent.
Install valve lock. I c uum :2 Clean pa"saf! Incorrect choke cover choke un loader. II distributor
rotor or cap. Worn 12 shaft. Page 44 with because fill as until recesses manu Page 46 I. Page 47
1. Page 48 Page 49 cause Page 50 I. Page 51 rotor dis is no Page 52 tower i t was towers. Page
53 84 01 Page 55 vacuum vacuum Page 56 loS. Page 57 manual trans Page 58 e vacuum hose
Disconnect and plug vacuum vacuum vacuum Vacuum Advance In Drive. Manual In Engl".
Centrlfuga' Neutral Vacuum OI. Page 63 as a Page 65 B vacuum source, vacuum to B Page 66
vacuum source vacuum ac t uator. This manual is also suitable for: Cj-7 Cj-7 scrambler Cj-7

scrambler Cj-7 scrambler Cj-7 Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

